
Programm to calculate votes:

March 30, 2015

Part I

First download an caml light

compilator

The compilatore is a program which will read the codes which you are going to
enter in order to count the votes. here is a link for the dowload of the compilator:
http://caml.inria.fr/download.en.html

So download it and execute it, don't be afraid there is no virus on it !

Part II

Running the compilator

Run it the same way you run your normal programs.

Part III

The code

Here is the code:
let rec votes b = match b with
| []->(0,0)
| c::d -> let t = votes d in (fst(c)+fst(t),snd(c)+snd(t));;
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Part IV

Explanation

You need to run the compilator and then enter this code in the compilator and
press enter.

Part V

The data

The data is made with the votes collected, but you need to respect the following
syntax:

If we have only 3 results and for GEJ we have a, b and c and for GMB we
have d, e and f then you need to enter the following code votes

votes [(a, d); (b, e); (c, f)]; ;

the program will return a result on the following format:

j, k

with j being the number of votes of GEJ so far and k being that of GMB so far.

Part VI

Example

I entered this data after the announcement of the results coming from the �rst
9 states:

votes [(273460,236838);(303376,528620);(157195,146399);(251368,299889);(249929,383603);
(149987,264851);(176466,120331);(553003,14157);(207950,308290)];;
and the result was

2322734, 2302978

meaning that GEJ scored 2322734 votes so far and GMB scored 2302978 votes
so far.

Notice that in each couple, eg

(157195, 146399)

the �rst element is the votes of GEJ for one state let us call it Ω and the second
element is that of GMB for Ω as well.
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